This note is an improvement of the available methods for getting results on the weighted approximation of continuously differentiable functions.
seminormed space if for instance we use the seminorm / e Cmvtx(R") >-> \\f\\v = sup{||/||"a: a e Nnm} = sup{va(t) ■ \Daf(t)\: t € R", a € NnJ € R+.
We now have that 2m(Rn) c Cmvoc(Rn). It is known that 2m(Rn) is dense in Cmnoo(R") if the weight v is decreasing in the sense that, for every a, ß e N^ with ß < a, there exists Caß > 0 such that va < Caßvß ([3, Lemma 1] ). 2m(Rn) may be dense in Cmv00(Rn) even if v is not decreasing, and it may fail to be dense as well. The weight v is said to be rapidly decreasing if AA(Rn) c Cmvoo(R'!). If, moreover, &>'Rn) is dense in C^ÍR"), then v is called Cm-fundamental.
Lemma 1. Let m e N, v¡ > 0, i = 0, ... , m, and u > 0 be upper semicontinuous on R. Consider the Cm-weight v = (v0, ... , vm) on R which is assumed to be decreasing. Let u be C-fundamental on R such that s, t e R, \s\ < \t\ imply u(t) < u(s) and |í|M-ít/¿(í) < u(t), vt(t) < u(t) for t e R, i = 0, ... , m. Then v is a Cm-fundamental weight on R.
Proof. The lemma is true if m -0 because then v0 < u and hence v0 is C-fundamental along with u . Assume now that m > 1 and that the lemma is true for m -1. Notice that &>(R) c C^u^R) because &>(R) c Cux(R) and v. < u, i = 0, ... , m. Hence v is rapidly decreasing. Fix any / e 2m(R) and e > 0. Then f(m) e2(R)c Cu^R) and there is a P{m) e &>(R) so that
Choose P e â°(R) whose mth derivative is P(m) such that P{i)(0) = /(,)(0), ¡ = 0.w-1, We claim that (2) w((/)-|^W(0-/')(0l<«. ieR, i = 0,...,m.
In fact, for i = m this follows from ( 1 ) and vm < u. For every teR, i = 0, ... , m -1, there is an 5 e R, \s\ < \t\ such that \P{i)(t) -f{i)(t)\ < \t\m~' • \p(m'(s) -f (s)\ by the mean value theorem applied m -i times. Notice that \t\m~'vj(t) < u(t) < u(s). Hence (1) with s in place of t shows that (2) is true for i = 0, ... , m -1 as well as for i = m. It follows that 2m(R) is contained in the closure of &>(R) in Cmi;oo(R). Therefore, &>(R) is dense in Cmi;oo(R) along with 2m(R).
Thus v is Cm-fundamental. D
Let o > 0 be upper semicontinuous on R. We say that v is an analytic weight on R when there exist C > 0, c> 0 such that v(t) < Ce~cW , t e R. It is then known that v is a C-fundamental weight on R ([2, §28, Lemma 2]). More generally, if v > 0 is upper semicontinuous on R", we say that v is an analytic weight on R" when there exist C > 0, c > 0 such that v(t) < Ce-c(\t,\)+-+\t"\) ^ ¿eR"_ It is then known that v is C-fundamental on R" . It is known that 2m(R)®---® 2m(R) is dense in 2m(Rn) in the natural inductive limit topology of 2m(Rn), hence in the coarser topology on 2m(R") defined by the norm / e 2m(Rn) »-» sup{\Da f(t)\ : t e Rn , |a| < m] € R+ , hence (because all va are upper bounded along with all ut. ) in the even coarser topology that the natural topology of Cmv0C(Rn) induces on 2m(R").
Since 2m(Rn) is dense in C^^R"), then 2m(R) ® ■ ■ • ® 2m(R) is dense in Cmvoo(Rn). The fact that 2m(R) ® ■ • • ® 2m(R) is contained in the closure of ^>(Rn) in Cmvoo(Rn) implies then that &>{R") is dense in Cmvoo(Rn). Thus v is Cw-fundamental. D Proposition 4. Let n e N, n > 1, m e N, fQ>0, a e N^, be upper semicontinuous on R.". Consider the Cm-weight v = (va; a e Ñ"m) on Rn which is assumed to be decreasing. Assume that each va, a e N^, is an analytic weight. Then v is Cm-fundamental on R".
Proof. Let va(t) < Ce~c(l''l+"+l'J), teR", a e N"m , for suitable C > 0, c > 0. Choose uij(ti) = Cx/ne~cltl1, i = 1, ... , n, j = 1, ... , m, so that all assumptions in Lemma 3 are satisfied, a Let ü > 0 be upper semicontinuous on R and rapidly decreasing. Put Mm = sup{|rm| • v(t): t e R} e R+ , m = 0, 1, ... . We say that v is a quasianalytic weight on R when J2m=i (V \V^m) = +°°. It is tnen known that v is a C-fundamental weight on R and that every analytic weight on R is quasi-analytic (see [2, §29, Lemma 2]). More generally, if v > 0 is upper semicontinuous on R" , we say that v is a quasi-analytic weight on R" if there are quasi-analytic weights vx, ... , vn on R such that v(t) < v ,(/,)•• • v"(t"), teR".
It is then known that v is C-fundamental on R", and that every analytic weight on R" is quasi-analytic.
Proposition 5. Let n e N, n > 1, m e N, va > 0, a e N"m, be upper semicontinuous on R". Consider the Cm-weight v = (va ; a e N^) which is supposed to be decreasing. Assume that there are quasi-analytic weights vt, i = 1, ... , n, on R such that va(t) <vx(tx)---vn(tn), teR", cxeN"m. Then v is a Cm-fundamental weight on Rm . Proof. Only the final part of the lemma requires a proof. Consider the linear form /:/el(R)H//eK, Assume J l/u = +00. We claim that Z is not continuous on A%A(R) for the seminorm induced by Cux(R). In fact, given any c > 0, there is an fe AA(R) such that 0<f< 1/u, ff>c. Therefore \\f\\u < 1 and /(/) > c show that I is not continuous on JA(R) for the seminorm induced by Cw^R). It follows that Z_1(0) = D2X(R) is dense in Cu^R).
Conversely let c = f 1/u < +00. Then the set where u vanishes has a void interior. It follows that the seminorm on C«oo(R) is actually a norm.
We claim that \I(f)\ < c ■ \\f\\u for / e JT(R). This is clear if \\f\\u = 0. If ||/||M > 0 then w(0|/(OI < 11/11« impies |/(/)| < ll/lltt/«(0 for / e R, hence |Z(/)| < c||/||M for / e Jf(R) as asserted. Thus I is continuous on AA(R) for the norm induced by Cu^R) and I extends uniquely to a continuous linear form Z on Cu^R), since 3?(R) is dense in Cu^R). We know that I t¿ 0 because I does not vanish on Af(R), but I does vanish on D2X(R). 
